The main problems in development membrane technologies are concentration polarization phenomena and membrane surface fouling and regeneration non effective membrane is important problem. The purpose of this research is development of mathematical model of regeneration of non-effective spiral wound membrane modules. Mathematical simulation was based on physical model which describe dissolving of inorganic fouling in membrane module under subatmospheric pressure. Mathematical model include mass conversations equation and Navier-Stokes equation and continuity equation. After all assumptions developed model is written in two-dimensions Cartesian coordinate system. The boundary conditions are formulated. The method of theory of similarity was been chosen for solving developed mathematical model. The solutions was been represented as dimensionless function Sherwood number of Reynolds number and Schmidt number. Keywords: membrane module, spiral wound, inorganic fouling, mathematical model, membrane technology.
The drink water shortage is one of most significant problem in modern world. The number of fresh water sources is dramatically decreasing under technological and anthropological factors. In such condition the water cleaning technologies become very important. One of most effective technique is membranes methods. In last decades reverse osmosis and nanofiltration are widely used for production drink water from ground brackish and sea water, essentially in desert and semi-desert regions (Vrouwenvelder, 2009) .
Despite the effectiveness of membrane methods there are some factors which limited using and development of membrane technologies. The main problems are concentration polarization phenomena and membrane surface fouling (Mulder, 1999, p. 399-427) . This caused not only increasing of product cost but also accumulations of non-effective membrane modules, especially spiral wound.
There are many studies for that question which were published in last years. Most efforts are assigned to determinations reasons of membrane fouling, objective laws of precipitations, predictions in change of membrane performance in time and searching of ways to get over such negative effects.
Membrane fouling is divided to inorganic fouling, organic fouling, biofouling and solid particle fouling (Mulder, 1999, p. 420) . The organic and colloidal fouling can be excluded be using feed solution pretreatment (for example be mechanical filtration) so inorganic fouling and biofouling is most dangerous for membrane modules (Vrouwenvelder., 2009) . Fedorenko (2003) indicated influence membrane properties and chemical and physical properties of solution to cake forming. Jawor and Hoek (2009) studied influence of temperature to operating parameters of reverse osmosis plant and the intensity of scale formations. They determined principles of optimizations of plant performance. In studies of Arras, Ghaffour and Hamou (2009), Pervov and al. (2004) , Jeonghwan and al (2008) , Orestov and Mitchenko (2013) it was been shown effectiveness of using feed solutions pretreatment including adsorption, microfiltration, reagent and antiscalants dosage.
However, these methods have limitations in using and they cannot divide problem of accumulations of non-effective membrane modules. In some papers (Mulder, 1999, p. 399-427) indicated possibility of cleaning non-effective membrane modules using hydrodynamic and chemical methods. But there is difficult in choice cleaning agent and it concentration. There is also no possibility for predictions of membrane properties after cleaning.
The purpose of current research is development of mathematical model, which can describe process of non-effective spiral wound membrane module regenerations using combined hydrodynamics method.
Method
This study is effort to describe regeneration spiral wound membrane module theoretically. Mathematical simulation is based on physical model of process developed in our previous work (Korniienko and Guliienko, 2013) . According to proposed physical model, regeneration is achieved by washing membrane surface by special cleaning solutions under subatmospheric pressure.
For mathematical simulation it is advisably to conditionally spread out spiral wound membrane module into plate sheet as it shown on figure 1. 1 -central tube; 2 -separation net; 3 -membrane Figure 1 Scheme of conditionally spread out spiral wound membrane module This assumption allows to present geometrical space under investigation as parallelepiped and to envisage the process in Cartesian coordinate system (figure 2). The sides of parallelepiped are membrane sheet length (l mem ), module length (l mod ) and separation net thickness (δ c ). 
Results
The mass conversations equation may be written as follow: Also it is necessary take into account continuity equation:
Since the diminution l mem is bigger than l mod in three times and is bigger than δ c in 10 4 times it was assumed that velocity W z is negligible. In that operation condition internal sources are absent. Gravitation force in assumed negligible in compare with pressure forces. After all assumptions process may be considered in two dimensional coordinate system as it shown on figure 3. Equations (4) and boundary conditions (5) constitute mathematical model of dissolving inorganic fouling into spiral wound membrane module. Dissolving of this equations may be allows to predict operations parameters of spiral wound membrane module after regeneration.
Discussion
Developed above mathematical model is complicated and analytical solution is impossible. Numerical solution require large amount of calculations so it is also ineffective in this case. The most available method of this mathematical model solution is using theory of similarity and solution should to be represented in a form of function of dimensionless numbers. Analysis of equations (4) (8) where C, m and n are unknown coefficients which should be estimated from experimental data. Next step in this research is experimental determination unknown coefficients in equations (8). For this purpose it is necessary to carry out series experiments. This will be the subject of our following study.
Availability of equation which allows estimating mass transfer coefficient will be useful for prediction membrane module characteristics after regeneration procedure.
